
 

 

Federal appeals court sides with environmentalists against 

Tennessee Gas Pipeline, sends line back to regulators 

By Seth Augenstein/The Star-Ledger 
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WASHINGTON D.C. — A federal utility regulator did not appropriately follow environmental 

protection laws in approving a massive natural-gas pipeline crossing New Jersey, a federal 

appellate court ruled this morning. 

 

The ruling over the Tennessee Gas Pipeline is being hailed by environmentalists as the first time 

the court has sided with their objections against the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and 

utility companies. 

 

“This is a victory for clean water and the environment,” said Jeff Tittel, the executive director of 

the New Jersey Sierra Club. “This court ruling sends a clear message to FERC that you cannot 

ignore the environment.” 

 

The U.S. District Court of Appeals for Washington, D.C., agreed with environmentalists’ 

objections to the way the 40-mile Northeast Upgrade project was approved without considering 

other expansion projects being approved at the time – and sent it back to FERC for another 

review, environmentalists said. 

 

The court said that the federal agency split the environmental review aspects of the project – and 

therefore violated the National Environmental Policy Act, said the environmental groups. 

 

In 2012 FERC approved the pipeline expansion to run parallel to an existing transmission pipe. 

 

The Delaware Riverkeeper Network, the New Jersey Highlands Coalition and the New Jersey 

Sierra Club argued the decision-making process did not take into account other natural-gas 

expansion projects seeking approval at the same time in New Jersey, according to the litigation. 

 

The court agreed, and sent the plan back to FERC to reconsider those other pipelines, in addition 

to the other evidence. 

 



"We hold that in conducting its environmental review of the Northeast Project without 

considering the other connected, closely related, and interdependent projects on the Eastern Leg, 

FERC impermissibly segmented the environmental review in violation of NEPA," the three 

appellate judges wrote in their decision. 

 

Maya van Rossum, the Delaware Riverkeeper, said the FERC has been allowing “illegal 

segmentation” by pipeline companies for years – and this could be a precedent-setting decision. 

 

“It is rewarding that a federal court has finally FERC to account.” van Rossum said. 

 

“The D.C. Circuit’s decision today should put other pipeline companies on notice that the 

practice of segmenting pipeline projects before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission will 

no longer be tolerated,” said Aaron Stemplewicz, the lawyer representing the Delaware 

Riverkeeper Network. 

 

But Kinder Morgan, the company which built and maintains the pipeline, says it will pass 

environmental scrutiny - whether it's considered in the scope of bigger infrastructure or not. 

 

"Whether the completed expansion projects are considered individually, as FERC did, or 

cumulatively, we do not expect any change in the ultimate conclusion that there was no 

significant environmental impact resulting from the projects," said Sara Loeffelholz, a company 

spokeswoman. 
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